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Abstract 
 
The indoor environment quality is more significant and essential for comfort and safe journey for dynamic indoor passenger 
compartment. Over the last several years, there has been an increase in awareness of ventilation and indoor air quality in India. 
Furthermore, by using optimization methodologies, study inquiry concentrates on identifying the crucial elements, such as 
occupants’ comfort in a vehicle internal cabin. Comprehensively examining the impact of developing pollutants and their possible 
health impacts in dynamic vehicle inside environments, however, remains a study need. In addition, estimation for comfortable air 
quality parameters was developed over the design of experiments together with measurements were conducted in dynamic vehicle 
cabin with distinct variables such as human densities, fresh air, and air velocity. For the interior of an occupied vehicle cabin, the 
analytically recorded pleasant indoor air conditions and better optimized indoor air quality variables were acquired by using 
Response Surface Methodology and Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm. Consequently, effective non-linear regression models were 
derived and validated for each measured response parameter. The overall results interpreted that the comfort level maximizes in 
terms of fresh air supply and finally the proposed investigation was performed to determine the optimized comfort parameters over 
dynamic passenger indoor cabin as per Indian Standards, ASHARE 62, and so on. Ultimately, the experimental and optimized 
results were validated through error evaluation technique hence observation of error percentage is not beyond 5% respectively. 
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